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martes 5 de noviembre de 13
 TESTIMONIALS
“Mexico Taxi Project” + ExPats
Real People
Real Stories
Americans talking to Americans
*Millard Brown
+9 out of 10 tourists would definitely or probably visit Mexico again.
+90% would recommend it to friends or family.
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6,076,615	   TOTAL	  TOURISTS
348,449	   INCREMENTAL	  TOURISTS
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How Are We Doing
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Develop an idea with the power to capture the 
World’s imagination and generate a greater 
sense of excitement and aspiration for Mexico 
as a tourist destination
The Challenge
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People with the means to travel internationally 
and interested in much more than simply “sun 
and sand”
People interested in a much more “diverse” 
travel experience
The Target
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Builds upon the success of our most recent 
campaign “Mexico,  The Place You Thought 
You Knew.”
Adding a new level of visual and emotional 
language designed to illuminate the diversity of 
our destinations
The Evolution
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Portray Mexico as a destination of diverse 
experiences that cannot be easily explained 
with words.
Present Mexico in the form of memories 
expressed by the people who experienced 
them.
The Idea
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LIVE IT TO BELIEVE IT
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LIVE IT TO BELIEVE IT
Thank You
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